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Foreword
Change was always coming to the modern workplace. The events of 2020 just accelerated it.
In March, shortly after COVID-19 was declared a global pandemic, the world experienced 15 years of
behavioral change in 30 days. This was immediately apparent in the workplace: Business travel stopped.
Meetings moved to Zoom. Businesses ramped up their technology spend. Remote work became the
norm.
Although the change was jarring, it also brought some unexpected benefits. As companies sent
employees home, people gained flexibility in where they worked and when. As day-to-day work went
digital, businesses found leaner, meaner ways to get things done. As commute times were replaced with
constructive work hours, productivity increased. As competitors struggled to adapt, companies found
new opportunities for growth.
As business activity increases, a new workplace is starting to emerge. But many questions still remain.
To find answers, Vistage Research and Optimize Inc. recently teamed up to compile the latest data and
thinking on workplace trends in 2020 and beyond. This report explores considerations for reopening the
office safely, making strategic technology investments, reimagining culture, improving work performance
and communicating effectively with teams. We also share best practices from CEOs who have kept their
companies steady through tumultuous times.
The future remains uncertain. Companies that can adapt quickly to whatever comes next will find
themselves in an ideal position. They will build the kind of workplace that pushes competitors out and
brings talent in.

Joe Galvin
Chief Research Officer, Vistage

Marc Emmer
President, Optimize Inc.
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The future of work in America: A radical shift
The COVID-19 global crisis has impacted organizations in an order of magnitude that is almost
incomprehensible. Our economy is now entering a new chapter in response to the pandemic. As the
business engine restarts, leaders of small and midsize businesses (SMBs) are implementing changes to
their physical offices, culture and work practices. What follows are insights and research that reflect the
future of work.

The return to the office and productivity
A recent CEO Confidence Index survey conducted by Vistage in October 2020 revealed that of the 1,247
CEO respondents, 42% have started bringing employees back to the workforce. In addition, 28% of CEOs
indicate they are either waiting until 2021 to return employees to the workplace or are uncertain about
when employees will return.

If you implemented remote working during the pandemic,
when will your employees return to the workplace?
Employees have started returning to the workplace

11%

Before the end of the year

15%

42%

11%

Not until 2021
Uncertain

17%

Did not implement remote working
Other

4%
Source: October 2020 Vistage CEO Confidence Index n=1,247
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When asked what best describes their approach to return employees to the workplace, SMBs favor
solutions that allow flexibility and limit the number of employees in their facilities.

Small and midsize businesses have varied approaches for return
to work based on their business requirements

3%

11%

15%

24%

29%

Voluntary return for all employees; they can continue
to work remotely full or part time
Phased approach with reduced capacity to limit those
in the workplace at any one time
Specific roles required to return to the workplace,
others remain remote

29%

All employees return at the same time
Other

Source: October 2020 Vistage CEO Confidence Index n=1,247
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The methods by which employers will organize in the near future is becoming clearer. A hybrid virtual
model will be the norm for most U.S. companies. A recent Deloitte poll of larger companies found that
55% of office workers are expected to be working from home at least one day per week.1

What percent of your office employees do you anticipate
will work remotely at least one day a week?
Before COVID-19

36%

11%

25%

39%

Few (0-29%)

During COVID-19

Many (30-59%)
2%

21%

77%

Most (60-100%)

After COVID-19 (projected)

11%

34%

55%
Source: PwC US Remote Work Survey June 25, 2020. Base: 120 US executives

Similarly, a poll of Inc. 5000 companies (smaller private companies) shows that 32% of respondents said
they will “greatly increase employees’ ability to work from home.”

“The debate on whether employees should have the option to work
remotely is deeply rooted in a set of management assumptions that
have been disproven during the pandemic.”
- Marc Emmer

There are business leaders who believe in providing their employees the freedom to work in a way
that celebrates their individuality and productivity. There are others who believe employees require
monitoring and oversight. There is a third group of leaders who could be swayed either way. The third
subset has learned during the pandemic that remote work is not only a viable choice, but perhaps
a more effective one:2
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•

73% of executives say work from home has been a success

•

72% of office workers want to work from home two days per week
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All of this is within a backdrop of declining revenues. The October Vistage CEO Confidence Index survey
revealed that 64% of SMBs have experienced some level of revenue declines; 18% experienced declines
of greater than 25%.
Detractors of work from home focus on their perceived loss of production by employees. Before the
onset of the pandemic, several studies found that full-time (typically exempt) remote employees
worked 9% more on average than employees who worked in a physical workplace environment. Those
employees undoubtedly spent less time commuting, but also had to overcome a stigma that included
perceived favoritism.
“We believe productivity is the wrong measure of success for remote workers. Before the pandemic,
employers were engaged in a war for talent, paying midlevel workers signing bonuses for the privilege of
hiring them. Our paradigm should be that we provide employees options in their work environment so
they can be the best version of themselves. If three quarters of employees prefer virtual work, alternatives
like working from home should be provided.”
Employers are faced with new realities about how much staff they will need and how they will be
recruited. In some respects, internal recruiting staff working from home may seem more human and
present a more desired flexible work setting. In this environment, employer branding will be of greater
importance.
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Digital transformation
Prior to the pandemic, according to a Vistage report on digital transformation, technology was
increasingly being leveraged by small and midsize businesses to create more efficiency and improve
productivity.

Recently, our economy has been subject to a level of digitization and transformation unparalleled in
history. These impacts expand beyond the office environment into customer experience, channel
strategy and how we manage manufacturing.

A consequence of the pandemic has been an acceleration of machines replacing labor.3 There is a
perfect storm of historically low interest rates, health risks associated with the pandemic, the threat of
deflation, and adoption of technologies such as artificial intelligence and robotics.

Since the start of the COVID-19 outbreak, how has your company’s or
business area’s adoption of the following technology trends changed?

Significantly accelerated

11%

Digitization
of supply
chain

Digitization
of customer
channels

9

14

27

34

Digitization
of employee
interaction and
collaboration

Automation
and artificial
intelligence
20

Somewhat accelerated

85%

of companies
have accelerated
digitization

No change/
not applicable/
not adopted
54

67%

45

of companies have
accelerated automation
and artificial intelligence

47

40

47

31

Somewhat decelerated
Significantly decelerated

12

10

4
1

2

3
1

3
1

Note: Figures may not sum to 100%, because of rounding.
Source: McKinsey Global Business Executives Survey, July 2020. % of respondents (n = 800)
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In a bizarre twist, some companies’ ability to automate has also been hampered by the realities of the
pandemic. Efforts to order, ship and deploy equipment from Asia and Europe have been impacted.
Business leaders point to the need to hire new talent capable of deploying various technology solutions.

Employers also expect to hire more contract workers, not only to deploy technology but to replace roles
that may no longer be relevant. During a time when there is financial uncertainty, companies will want to
reduce fixed expenses and expand their ability to flex the cost of labor.

Collaboration technology
As work is distributed to remote teams, technology enablement is of greater importance. As reported by
Harvard Business Review, a recent study revealed that 63% of Fortune 500 CEOs believe they will increase
technology spending even though they are under financial pressure.

IT departments have been under siege, having to upgrade both hardware and software. One of the
biggest changes during the height of the pandemic was rapid adoption of collaboration software.
Companies implemented solutions such as Asana, monday.com and Zoom seemingly overnight, often
without best practices or standards.
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As we enter the next phase of our recovery, it may be time for companies to take a holistic view of their
workforce systems and tools. Companies will be identifying end-to-end collaboration solutions that are
highly integrated.
In terms of software suites, Microsoft has a significant advantage, bundling Office, Teams and Power
BI. Other companies such as SAP, Oracle, Zoho and Salesforce are trying to extend their bundles, and
employers will have to choose platforms to be the hub for all their information and decision making.
Power BI in particular fulfills the promise of analytics that can be entirely integrated. “For example, one
of our clients utilizes movement data from Walmart and Best Buy as predictive indicators, and marries
that data with internal information to create a more useful dashboard,” says Emmer. “Circa 2020, it doesn’t
make much sense to have employees who value speed sign out of Asana, sign into Zoom, and then click
over to a CRM.”
Integration is critical for reporting and deployment of key performance indicators (KPIs). During a time
when employees are dispersed, the ability to report information is of heightened importance. Companies
with clear KPIs execute distributed work more seamlessly because decision making is pushed down to
lower level staff armed with guiding information.

“In an environment where employee productivity is under a
microscope, employers need to ensure their systems are integrated,
fast and easy to use. ”
- Marc Emmer
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Productivity has also been curbed by stress on the U.S. connectivity infrastructure. Demand for
broadband is up 30% this year. While U.S. providers suffered a short-term dip in processing speed, they
recovered over the summer of 2020.4
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Companies will also invest more heavily to beef up their technology staff, security, help desk and other IT
resources. All employees should use corporate-provided devices armed with firewalls, endpoint detection
and response, and antivirus software.
Additional steps your IT department can take include performing a check on remote devices before they
return to the office, ensuring security controls are on, authenticating and authorizing before granting
access to the corporate network, and limiting employees’ access to only the data they need to do
their jobs.5
Whatever workforce model you choose, build a data protection and security plan to support it.

Physical workplace considerations
The workspaces of the future will be more flexible than in the past. There were key learnings of the
“hoteling” trend over the last few years. Communal spaces don’t always provide the optimum setting for
people to work. Employees complain about distractions, noise and inability to concentrate. As a result
of social distancing requirements, future workplaces may actually not represent a dramatic decrease
in office space. If companies bring their employees back into the office, it will be with sneeze guards,
temperature-checking stations and the like.
10
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Most American workers are confident their employers will provide the right environment for a
return to the office in some form. Eight in 10 workers are pleased with their employers’ response
to the pandemic, specifically in regard to:6
•

Office cleanliness protocols: 85%

•

Remote/telework policy: 82%

•

Communication from employers about the COVID-19 pandemic: 81%

•

Benefits (paid leave, sick leave, etc.): 80%

Employees indicated that the top five measures that would be critical for them to feel safe on the
job are: 7
•

Social distancing measures (signage, plan for communal areas, reduced number of staff in the
workplace at a time, etc.): 53%

•

Detailed cleaning protocols: 46%

•

COVID-19 testing offered to employees: 44%

•

Personal protective equipment required (i.e. masks): 44%

•

Temperature/symptom screening: 43%

In response to employee concerns and compliance with public health guidelines, a Vistage survey of
CEOs and other leaders of small and midsize businesses captured elements of return to work plans: The
priority was implementing new policies for workplace safety followed by increased cleanliness of facilities.

Employee safety policies and cleaning practices are top priorities for
return-to-work plans for small and midsize businesses
80%

Employee policies for personal hygiene, reporting symptoms, social distancing

77%

Increased cleaning of facilities

64%

Providing or requiring personal protective equipment (PPE)

59%

Multiple phases for return

46%

Staggered work days, shifts and/or break times

44%

Reconfiguring office to accomodate social distancing

42%

Temperature checks and testing requirements
Emergency response plan in case of infection

39%

Accommodations for infected personnel, at-risk personnel or families

39%

Closing common areas

21%

Source: May 2020 Vistage CEO Confidence Index n=1,489
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In an October 2020 survey, Vistage found that 78% of CEOs agree that they are confident in worker safety
based on the plans they have set in place.

SMBs are confident that their return-to-the-workplace
plans address employee safety
Rate the following statements

Agree %

We have plans in place to address a COVID-19 exposure in the workplace

81%

I am confident about worker safety based on the processes and safety guidelines
put in place

78%

We have plans in place to address employees who require special accommodations

74%

I am confident about employee compliance with processes and safety guidelines
put in place

69%

Source: October 2020 Vistage CEO Confidence Index n=1,247

However, it should be noted that 7% of workers will be uncomfortable returning to work
regardless of measures taken by their employers. Healthcare workers (14%) are afraid of their
environment. Employers will need to take special measures to accommodate employees who may be
provided protections under federal, state or local laws.
A different survey confirmed that employers are taking the following steps to ensure a safe work
environment, which include:8
•

Reviewing engineering controls in building ventilation (some have upgraded HVAC systems)

•

Ensuring the safety of building water systems after a prolonged shutdown

•

Installing hand sanitizing and handwashing stations

•

Performing enhanced cleaning and disinfection after persons suspected or confirmed to have
COVID-19 were in the facility

•

Hiring facilities managers responsible for ensuring a safe workplace

While 30% of executives foresee the need for less office space due to remote work, 50% are anticipating
an increase due to longer-lasting requirements for social distancing or growth in their workforce.9
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Over the next 12 to 18 months as our networks move toward 5G, mobility technologies will dramatically
alter what is possible, especially from an employee safety standpoint. Today, companies can use
wearables to track movements and ensure social distancing. Similar technologies will enable other
workplace safety procedures. Imagine an alarm ringing every time an employee isn’t wearing a hard hat
or prescribed personal protective equipment.
Employers are taking affirmative steps to ensure the safety of their employees:10
•

Actively encourage sick employees to stay home

•

Consider conducting daily in-person or virtual health checks (symptom or temperature
screening)

•

Identify where and how workers might be exposed at work

•

Take action if an employee is suspected or confirmed to have COVID-19 (while preserving their
right to privacy)

•

Educate employees on rules, best practices and methods of transmission

•

Implement flexible sick leave in compliance with federal, state and local laws

•

Communicate supportive workplace polices clearly, frequently, and via multiple channels

•

Determine how you will operate if absenteeism spikes

•

For employees who commute to work using public transportation or ride sharing, consider
offering the following support:
•

If feasible, offer employees incentives to use transportation that minimizes close contact
(biking, walking or driving either alone or with household members)

•

Ask employees to follow CDC guidance on how to protect yourself when using public
transportation

•

Allow employees to shift their hours so they can commute during less busy times

Culture
“Culture is critical to a company’s performance and success, and we’ve seen culture carry many small and
midsize businesses through the pandemic,” says Anne Petrik, Sr. Director of Research for Vistage. She adds
that “culture is defined by values, behaviors, rituals and traditions, and that those rituals and traditions
have needed to be reimagined through the pandemic.”
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Culture carries SMBs through uncertainty
Strongly Agree percentages
60%

56%
43%

Performance
and Success

Culture is critical to our
company’s performance
and success through
the crisis

Organizational
Priority

The nurturing of our
organizational culture is a
priority through the crisis

Strength of
Culture

I’m satisfied with the
strength and performance
of our organizational
culture through the crisis
Source: May 2020 Vistage CEO Confidence Index n=1,489

Those who had methods of communication across the enterprise before the pandemic executed daily
standups, scrums and town halls faster, because they already had technologies and processes in place.
Companies are also finding the need to reset goals quarterly.
The challenge moving forward will be to create meaningful communication systems with and
for employees. We have observed in employee engagement studies a significant fall-off in career
development discussions during the pandemic. Companies who had instituted feedback loops and oneon-ones in lieu of performance reviews are not seeing consistent execution. Companies are also seeking
ways to deliver training virtually, through learning management systems and augmented reality.
“Our management consulting practice includes employee engagement services to private companies,”
says Emmer. “A theme we see in companies with high eNPS (employer net promoter scores) is that they
are faring better during the pandemic in terms of retention, workers comp and other workplace success
factors. In some companies, a mantra of ‘we’re in this together’ has enabled even greater team unity.”
While the traditional performance management system may be too rigid for an environment that
promotes agility, failure to maintain a feedback loop with remote workers is a fatal flaw.11
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Management teams have been forced to make faster decisions. Decisions that used to take months are
being made in hours, as business leaders make moves to protect their workers and companies. Some
companies fell into a trap of being highly reactionary.
“Patrick Lencioni spoke to Vistage members in April about creating clarity. He validated the idea that in
the absence of leadership telling the company story, people will make up their own story,” says Joe Galvin.
In order to achieve the right balance, many companies have adopted a meeting cadence with two
distinct meeting types:
•

Operational meetings, often in the form of a weekly status or daily scrum/stand-up

•

Monthly meetings that connect back to vision and long-term planning

Summary
In the long term, we see movement toward new management structures. In lieu of decisions being made
strictly within departments such as human resources and accounting, management teams will organize
around cross-functional working groups. These teams can bring expertise from their own departments,
but also affect faster decision making that serves the entire enterprise.
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About Optimize Inc.
Optimize Inc. is a growth consulting company based in Los Angeles, CA. We help companies identify their sweet
spot, determining what products and services to sell into what markets, and at what rate of growth. As one
of the few Los Angeles firms specializing solely in strategic planning, we have crafted more than 300 strategic
plans. We also help companies build capabilities in the form of capacity, sales, marketing, human capital and
technology. Specializing in strategy and strategic planning, we have been trusted advisors to senior managers
for public companies, mid-market organizations, and non-profits. Our most frequently served industries include
manufacturing, aerospace, consumer goods, food & beverage, and retail.

About Vistage Worldwide
Vistage is the world’s leading business performance and leadership advancement organization for small and
midsize businesses. For more than 60 years, we’ve been helping CEOs, business owners and senior executives
solve their greatest challenges through confidential peer advisory groups and one-to-one executive coaching
sessions with accomplished business leaders. Today, more than 23,000 members in 20 countries rely on Vistage to
help make better decisions for their companies, families and communities. The results prove it: Vistage member
companies grow 2.2 times faster than average small and midsize U.S. businesses, according to a 2017 study of Dun &
Bradstreet data.

Learn more at vistage.com.

4840 Eastgate Mall l San Diego, CA 92121
Ph 800.589.0531 l Intl +1.858.523.6800 l Fax 858.523.6802 l vistage.com
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